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Background

According to the self-medication hypothesis, people drink alcohol to alleviate aversive physiological and emotional responses to stress and anxiety. Both anxiety and drinking to cope (DTC) motives (the tendency to drink alcohol to relax, forget worries, cheer up, cope with depression or nervousness, or to feel more self-confident) (Cooper, Russell, Skinner, & Windle, 1992), are associated with greater alcohol use (Frojd, Ranta, Kaltiala-Heino, & Marttunen, 2011; Kuntsche, Knibbe, Gmel, & Engels, 2005). Furthermore, laboratory and observational studies have found moderating influences; the effects of stress and anxiety on alcohol seeking behaviour are greater among individuals who drink to cope (Menary, Kushner, Maurer, & Thuras, 2011; Rousseau, Irons, & Correia, 2011).

The self-medication hypothesis is also supported by unpublished experimental evidence from our research group at the University of Bristol. We found that experimentally-induced state anxiety (using 7.5% carbon dioxide model of anxiety induction) led to higher alcohol choice in social drinkers compared to low state anxiety (medical air inhalation). In addition, self-reported DTC motives positively correlated with alcohol choice during heightened state anxiety. However, there was no effect of state anxiety on alcohol cognitive bias (modified pictorial Stroop task).

There is also unpublished epidemiological evidence from our research group to support the self-medication hypothesis. We found that generalised anxiety disorder (GAD) and DTC motives were positively associated with frequent drinking, frequent bingeing, hazardous drinking and harmful drinking, at age 18. DTC motives also predicted alcohol use three years later, however there was no clear evidence of a longitudinal relationship between GAD and alcohol use. There was also little evidence of an interaction between GAD and DTC on alcohol use in either the cross-sectional or prospective analyses. 

The primary aim of the current study is to replicate the finding that experimentally-induced state anxiety influences alcohol choice, in an observational study of naturally-occurring state anxiety. We will test the association between state anxiety and alcohol craving as a secondary outcome. We will extend previous findings by exploring whether: (a) trait anxiety and DTC motives are associated with alcohol choice, craving, and use, (b) trait anxiety and DTC motives interactively predict alcohol choice, craving and use (moderation by DTC), (c) state anxiety and DTC motives interactively predict alcohol choice and craving (moderation by DTC) and (d) state anxiety and trait anxiety interactively predict alcohol choice and craving (moderation by trait anxiety). 

Study Objectives and Hypotheses

The primary objective of this study is to examine whether the finding that experimentally-induced state anxiety influences alcohol choice can be replicated in an observational study of naturally-occurring state anxiety.

Primary Hypothesis:

H1: State anxiety will be positively associated with alcohol choice.

Secondary Hypothesis:

H2: State anxiety will be positively associated with alcohol craving.

Exploratory Analyses:

We will explore the following:

	Associations between trait anxiety and alcohol choice, craving, and use.
	Associations between DTC and alcohol choice, craving, and use.
	Interactions between trait anxiety and DTC on alcohol choice, craving and use.
	Interactions between state anxiety and DTC on alcohol choice and craving.
	Interactions between state anxiety and trait anxiety on alcohol choice and craving. 


We will also conduct sensitivity analyses to determine whether our results are influenced by how the DTC variable is defined. This will involve differentiating between people who drink for all reasons (high drinking to cope motives, but also high social, conformity and enhancement drinking motives) and those who only (or predominantly) drink to cope.  

Study Design

This is a cross-sectional observational study delivered online. 

The exposure of interest is state anxiety, the primary outcome measure is alcohol choice, and the secondary outcome measure is alcohol craving. We will also examine the influence of potential confounders by comparing unadjusted results to results adjusted for sociodemographic, mental health and substance use confounders. 

Additional measures in the exploratory analyses are trait anxiety, DTC motives, and alcohol use measures (frequent drinking, frequent bingeing, hazardous drinking and harmful drinking). 

Study Site

This study will be conducted online using two services: Prolific (https://www.prolific.ac/) and Gorilla (https://gorilla.sc/). The study will be advertised on Prolific (an online testing platform) under the title: ‘The Food, Drink, and Emotion Study’, to avoid possible demand characteristics. Participants will be debriefed appropriately. Data will be collected and stored on Gorilla (hosted by Microsoft Azure).

Participants and Recruitment

We require 219 participants and they will be recruited via Prolific (https://www.prolific.ac/). Participants will be reimbursed £2.50 for their time, in line with the Prolific hourly rate of £5. 

However, the number of participants we recruit may be higher than 219 as we will include an attention check question and exclude data from participants who fail this question. On prolific we will set the bar to 219 participants. We will set up a live count of the number of participants who are failing the attention check question, which will allow us to keep increasing the number of participants we require on prolific (i.e., 219 participants with valid data). Individuals who complete the study but fail the attention check question would still be reimbursed, but data from individuals who fail this question will not be included in analyses.

Screening

Participant screening will be handled automatically by Prolific, with the study only being available to participants who meet the following criteria: 

Eligibility criteria

	Aged 18 years or over

UK population
Drinks alcohol at least monthly
	Has no dietary requirements
	English as first language or equivalent level of fluency

Sample size determination

We will recruit 219 participants. This sample size was calculated in G*Power using unpublished data from the previous experimental study that investigated the effects of state anxiety on alcohol choice. State anxiety was positively associated with alcohol choice during the CO2 inhalation (r = .33 p = .035). Because this is a moderate correlation in a discovery sample, we reduced the effect size by a third to account for this (r = .22). Based on this more conservative estimate, we require n = 219 in order to achieve 90% power at an alpha level of 5%. Associations between trait anxiety and DTC with alcohol choice, craving and use, and corresponding interaction analyses will be exploratory.  

Withdrawal of participants

Participants will be informed that they are able to withdraw from the study at any time by closing the study webpage. Participants will only receive reimbursement if they complete the whole study. Incomplete data sets will not be used in analyses and will not be made open access.

Randomisation

The behavioural task and questionnaires will follow in the same order for all participants. 

Measures and Materials

Primary exposure:

State anxiety measured using the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (state sub-scale; STAI-state) (Spielberger, Gorusch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983)

Primary outcome:

Alcohol choice measured using the Alcohol Choice Task (see below for full description).

Secondary outcome:

Alcohol craving measured using the Alcohol Urge Questionnaire (AUQ) (Bohn, Krahn, & Staehler, 1995).

Exploratory exposures: 

Trait anxiety measured using the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait sub-scale; STAI-trait) (Spielberger et al., 1983)

Drinking to cope motives measured using the Modified Drinking Motives Questionnaire - Revised (Grant, Stewart, O'Connor, Blackwell, & Conrod, 2007). 

Exploratory outcomes: 

Frequent drinking, frequent bingeing, hazardous drinking, harmful drinking measured using the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) (Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001).

Confounders 

The following confounders will be assessed via self-report.
	Sociodemographic: age, gender, education, income, and occupation.

Mental health: family history of anxiety, depression, and alcohol use disorder, personal history of externalising disorders and internalising disorders, current medication and psychological therapies for any internalising disorder, and experience of abuse.
Substance use: tobacco use, cannabis use, emotional eating, and hunger, thirst and alcohol consumption during study completion.

Alcohol choice task: Participants are required to choose between two key press responses to enlarge thumbnail images of alcohol versus food. The task has 27 alcohol images - 9 beer/cider, 9 spirits, and 9 wine - to cover preferences. At the start of the task participants will be told: “In this task, you can view different pictures by choosing the LEFT or RIGHT thumbnail to enlarge”. Each trial presents two thumbnail images, one on the left and one on the right side of the screen. One image shows alcohol whereas the other image shows food. After 2 seconds of viewing these thumbnails, the instructions ‘Press "Z" or "M"’ appear, at which point pressing the ‘Z’ or ‘M’ key (which correspond to the left and right image, respectively) will enlarge the selected image and remove the unselected image. The enlarged image then remains on-screen for 2 seconds, before an inter-trial-interval of between 1 and 2 seconds. There are 54 choice trials in total. Each trial randomly samples from 27 alcohol and 27 food images, each of which will be shown twice. The left-right position of alcohol and food images is also randomised, except that runs on the same side can be no longer than 4. The percent choice of the alcohol versus food images is the primary outcome measure. It is a behavioural proxy for current motivation for alcohol. This measure is sensitive to individual differences in alcohol dependence severity, depression and drinking to cope (Hardy & Hogarth, 2017; Hogarth, Hardy, Mathew, & Hitsman, 2018). 

Procedures

The study will involve a single online session lasting approximately 30 minutes. The study will be accessed through Prolific and data will be collected and stored on Gorilla (hosted by Microsoft Azure). 

On Prolific, participants will be invited to complete the study via a webpage on Gorilla. Participants will be given time to read the study information sheet and consent statement, and will be required to confirm they consent before being able to proceed with the study. Participants will first complete the alcohol choice task. On-screen instructions will be displayed prior to the task. At the end of the task on Gorilla, participants will then complete the questionnaires. We will record prolific ID. Participants will be required to answer all questions, and confirm their consent (having participated), before they can submit their data. Participants will be debriefed at the end of the study. Participants are then required to click on a completion link on the last page. This will return participants back to Prolific, which will automatically record that participants have completed the study. Participants will be reimbursed through their prolific account. We will have no access to participant payment details (participants enter these when they sign up for Prolific).

Statistical Plan

Main analyses: Linear regressions will be used to investigate whether state anxiety is associated with alcohol choice and craving. We will compare unadjusted results to results adjusted for sociodemographic, mental health and substance use confounders. We will also perform a subgroup analysis restricted to wine drinkers and using only results from the wine stimuli from the alcohol choice task (to match the task version used in the previous experimental study). 

Exploratory analyses: We will explore whether trait anxiety and DTC motives are associated with alcohol choice, craving and use, using linear and logistic regressions. Stratified analyses and interaction tests will be used to explore moderating influences. Finally, we will conduct sensitivity analyses to explore whether there are meaningful differences in alcohol choice, craving and use between individuals who drink for all reasons (i.e., high coping, social, enhancement, and conformity motives) and those who only or predominantly drink to cope. 

Ethical Considerations and Informed Consent

Ethics approval has been obtained from the Faculty of Science Research Ethics Committee at the University of Bristol (12071870461). The study will be conducted according to the revised Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and the 1996 ICH Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice E6 (R1). Participants will access the information sheet electronically, which explains the nature, purpose, and risks of the study to the participant. There will be no time restriction on how long participants take to decide on whether to participate with the exception that participants will not be able to take part after all of the study places have been filled. Therefore, participants will be given sufficient time to read the information and consider any implications. Participants will be informed that they are free to withdraw at any time by simply closing the web page. The email address of the lead investigator will be provided so participants may ask any questions prior to participation.

Safety

The research will not involve risks beyond those normally encountered by the participants in their life outside research. There are some questions of a sensitive nature (e.g. mental health, substance use). Participants will be able to withdraw from the study if they do not wish to provide this information. 

Data Management

All aspects of the General Data Protection Regulations will be adhered to.

Anonymised study data

Data collection will be anonymous. Participants are only known by their Prolific ID and we will only collect basic demographic data. Prolific IDs will only be used during the running of the study (for reimbursement purposes) and will be stripped from any resulting data files.  Once the study is complete, computer data files will be backed up on a secured University of Bristol network drive. Study data will also be transferred to a designated University of Bristol Research Data Storage Facility for long-term archiving. Study data will be kept for a minimum of 15 years. At the appropriate time the data sheet will be locked and made open using the University of Bristol Research Data Repository.

Prolific will not have access to any of the study data, it is simply a portal to identify eligible participants and refer them to our study website (on Gorilla hosted by Microsoft Azure). Participants who are identified using Prolific will have consented to it holding their personal details. Once participants have completed the study, they follow a link back to Prolific to indicate their completion and receive payment. Prolific keep a permanent record of their user base’s demographic information in order to determine who is eligible for studies. We do not have access to this, we just add filters to specify which participants we require based on our eligibility criteria. 
 
When participants reach Gorilla, a random code will be generated. All data will be stored under this code, and therefore it is anonymous from the point of collection (and therefore, anonymous to Gorilla). Gorilla is fully compliant with data protection legislation, GDPR and BPS guidelines. Data can only be accessed by authorised personnel.

               
Screening and participant contact details

Participants will not be identifiable by the data they provide. Participants will be assigned a unique identifier code from Prolific and we will not collect any contact/personal details. Screening information will only be used by Prolific to determine an individual’s eligibility for participation. We will only collect and store research data. 

Revoked data

Participants will be unable to revoke their anonymised data once it has been submitted on the final webpage. Participants will be informed of this in the participant information sheet and consent form, and reminded on the final webpage prior to submitting. Participants who no longer wish to continue with the study can exit without submitting their data. Incomplete data sets will not be analysed or made open access.

Quality Control and Quality Assurance

The investigators will be responsible for data quality. After approximately 10% of data collection has been completed, the study will undergo a quality assessment. During this monitoring process, the online data stores will be checked to ensure complete recordings of participant data. 

Insurance

As this is an online experiment we do not foresee any risks to participants. The University of Bristol holds appropriate liability insurance for research studies involving human participants. If required further information can be found at the link below:
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/secretary/insurance/liability-insurance/#employers 

Publication Policy

The findings from this research study may be published in an appropriate scientific journal (and made available open access), and/or presented at an appropriate meeting or conference. Study data will be collected and held by the study investigators. The data will be made available for sharing via a University of Bristol online data repository.
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